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1 Multi-level hypertext in digital libraries

A core concept of the Semantic Web1 is to enrich Web documents with machine-readable
metadata (i. e. data describing the resources). Such metadata and the corresponding docu-
ments are already provided by a growing number of digital libraries on the Web. The Open
Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting ([VdSL01]) provides a standard for
harvesting metadata from any digital library that implements the protocol. The services
developed on top of the Open Archives protocol, e. g. in the EU project Cyclades2, can
thus use metadata in a variety of formats and from many different libraries.

For searching and browsing with various schemas available, [Fuh99] identifies the follow-
ing levels according to the concept ofMulti-Level Hypertext([ACG91]):

• The schema levelcontains information about the metadata formats available at a
digital library, i. e. which features of documents are distinguished in which format.
These features are calledattributes.

• At theattribute value level, the user looks at existing values of document attributes,
e. g. the names of the authors whose publications are available at the digital library,
without having to look at individual documents or at data about individual docu-
ments.

• At the metadata level, the user explores data about individual documents, without
reading the documents as well.

• Thedocument levelis the level where the user finally looks at the documents them-
selves. This level will not be considered in the following.

The Open Archives protocol provides the means to access metadata from many different
digital libraries in different schemas, but for enabling users to access all levels of the multi-
level hypertext thus induced (i. e. also the information about the schemas themselves), we
need a representation that allows for searching and browsing in and between these levels
in a uniform way.

1http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/Activity, http://www.semanticweb.org/
2http://www.ercim.org/cyclades
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2 Existing approaches

Many digital libraries have one or more built-in metadata schemas: Which attributes of
documents can be searched can usually be determined by the search interface of a digital
library. In some cases, also possible values for the attributes are offered to choose from
when formulating a query. Thus, the higher levels of multi-level hypertext are often present
implicitly, but they are not exported in a well-defined way.

XML is a well-known standard for sharing structured and semi-structured data across ap-
plications, and there are XML DTDs and schemas for several metadata schemas. With
XML schemas, both the metadata and its schema are represented in XML, and thus XML
query languages can be used for querying both. However, there is no defined way to
formulate a search that combines both schema level and metadata level conditions (e. g.
Search in all attributes of the data type “Name” for the value “Salton”).

RDF ([LS99] is a resource description language developed for the Semantic Web. RDF
statements consist of a subject (the resource being described), a predicate (also called a
property), and an object (which is the value of the property). They are commonly repre-
sented as triples (subject, predicate, object) or as graphs, with the subject and object re-
sources as ellipses, and the predicate an arc from subject to object. RDF Schema ([BG02])
adds to this the concept of classes (using the propertyrdf:type), inheritance (via the prop-
ertiesrdfs:subClassOfandrdfs:subPropertyOf), and the possibility to restrict the domain
and range of a property (using the propertiesrdfs:domainandrdfs:range). In the follow-
ing, we will not distinguish between RDF and RDF Schema, but use the name RDF for
both. One key feature of RDF is the possibility of adding statements to a resource de-
scription in a different document without having to change the original description. Thus,
to model the complete multi-level hypertext, existing RDF representations of individual
metadata schemas can be combined unchanged to represent the metadata level, leaving
only the schema level to be represented in addition, as we will show in the next section.
Thus, an RDF model seems to be the representation approach of choice.

3 An RDF representation for multi-level hypertext

Metadata can be seen as a set of attributes (properties) of a resource together with their val-
ues. Thus, it is straightforward to express metadata about a resource as a set of RDF state-
ments of the form (resource,attribute,value). Most existing RDF representations of meta-
data schemas follow this approach of representing attributes as properties, e. g. [BBM01]
and [KS01] (both Dublin Core) and the schema for the semantic units in the Basic Seman-
tic Registry (BSR3).

Building on this, the fact of one metadata attribute refining another can be expressed by
defining asubPropertyOfrelationship between them. Examples are again [KS01] (for
qualified Dublin Core) and the BSR schema. The lower part of figure 1 shows an example

3http://www.gils.net/bsr-gils.rdfs
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of a Dublin Core record. The properties from thedc namespace are representations of
unqualified DC elements, the propertydcq:replacesis an example for a refined DC element
from qualified Dublin Core.

If a metadata attribute is expressed as an RDF property, then the type of its values is
expressed by its range. Analogously, the type of resources that this attribute can de-
scribe is expressed by the domain. For example, in figure 1, the attributeInformation-
Resource.Namehas the domainInformationResourceand the rangeName, i. e. it can only
be applied to resources of the typeInformationResource, and its values must be of the type
Name. Note that this representation makes use of data types in the form of RDF classes.

So far, we have used only concepts from existing metadata representations, but we have
no way of describing the metadata schemas themselves yet. As a metadata schema can be
seen as a set of attributes, we define an RDF classMetadataSchemaand an RDF property
Attribute with MetadataSchemaas its domain, and with therdf:Property class as range
(see the upper part of figure 1, above the first dashed line). This means that an instance
of MetadataSchemacan have an arbitrary number ofAttribute arcs which point to those
Propertiesthat represent the metadata attributes belonging to the schema.

In the example in figure 1, we use this technique to describe the Dublin Core and BSR
metadata schemas mentioned earlier. For Dublin Core, we use the representation rec-
ommended in [KS01] and additionally define a resourceDublinCoreof the typeMeta-
dataSchema. For each DC element (i. e. each attribute of the schema), we write anAt-
tribute statement as described above. Analogously, we define a resourceBSRGILSof the
typeMetadataSchemaand specify the BSR units (e. g.InformationResource.Name) as its
Attributes. Figure 1 shows a part of the resulting RDF graph.

Note that in figure 1, we have three different layers of instantiation (distinguished by the
dashed horizontal lines), which correspond to themetadata level(the example DC record),
the schema leveland a conceptual level. Theattribute value levelis not represented ex-
plicitly, but can be seen as a partial view of the metadata level with respect to the attributes
at the schema level. For the attributedc:creator, this is indicated by the dotted area.

4 Searching and browsing in multi-level hypertext

Browsing a multi-level hypertext means navigating its structure, i. e. following the property
arcs of the model, while searching involves the formulation of conditions. If following an
arc is viewed as a query on the structure of the data, then browsing can be seen as a special
case of query formulation. For querying RDF, various languages are available, and most
of them allow queries on the proposed model both in and between the different levels of
the represented multi-level hypertext.

Examples for queries (with respect to the data in figure 1) within the levels are:

Schema level:Which units of BSR GILS are names?
Get those properties that areAttribute of BSRGILSand whose range is the class
bsrgils:Name.
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Figure 1: Example – levels of two multi-level hypertexts, represented in RDF

Schema level:Which attributes are specializations of the attribute dc:relation?
Get those properties that are asubPropertyOfthe propertydc:relation.

Attribute value level: Browse the values of the Dublin Core attribute dc:creator
List the resources that are pointed to by instances of the propertydc:creator(in the
example, this would return the resourcesDaveBeckettandDanBrickley).

Metadata level: Which resources were created by Dave Beckett?
Get those resources that have a propertydc:creatorpointing to the resourceDave-
Beckett.

For a query involving different levels, consider e. g. :

Schema and metadata levels:In which BSR GILS units of the type “Name” does the
value “Salton” appear?
Get those properties that areAttributeof BSRGILS, whose range is the classbsrgils:Name,
and which appear as the predicate in statements where the object is “Salton”.

To sum up, the proposed RDF representation provides a uniform model for all levels of
multi-level hypertext for any metadata schema, integrating also existing proposals of repre-
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senting specific schemas, and allowing searching and browsing in and between the levels.
We have implemented this approach using the RDF Schema Specific DataBase (RSSDB)
and the RDF Query Language (RQL) ([KCP01]).

5 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we propose an RDF model for multi-level hypertext in digital libraries. In
contrast to other approaches, this model covers all levels of multi-level hypertext in one
representation, thus enabling searching and browsing of all levels using an appropriate
RDF tool. Existing RDF representations of metadata schemas can be integrated without
modification, if they model metadata attributes as RDF properties. Data types can be
specified for attributes, both as a restriction on the kind of resource the attribute can apply
to, as well as a restriction on the values the attribute can have.

RDF currently does not support imprecision and vagueness, which are essential concepts
for performing information retrieval. Thus, appropriate extensions of RDF should be de-
veloped.
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